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Brightly Gleaming Nativity 

                    
Stamps: Peaceful Nativity Ink: Versamark (but the Copper Embossing powder used is now retiried I 
JUST DISCOVERED but you could substitute Night of Navy ink Cardstock: Night of Navy, Very 
Vanilla, Copper Foil, Brightly Gleaming Specialty  Accessories: Stampin’ Seal, Mini Stampin’ 
Dimensionals, Nativity Dies, Layering Circle Dies, Banner Pick a Punch, Mini Glue Dots, Copper 
Stampin’ Emboss Powder (retired), Heat Tool 
Measurements:  
Night of Navy base: 4 ¼” x 11” – scored and folded at 5 ½” 
Brightly Gleaming Specialty: 2 ¾” x 5 ½” 
Very Vanilla for focal image circle: 3 ½” x 3 ½” greeting strip: scant ½” x 3” inside: 2 ¾” x 5 ½” 
Copper Foil circle mat: 3 ½” x 3 ½” greeting strip mat: scant ¾” x 3 ¼” for stars: scraps 
Copper Foil to edge the center panels inside and outside of card: ½” x 5 ½” – need four 
Stamping directions:  
Adhere ½” strips of Copper Foil to Brightly Gleaming layer. Adhere to center of card front. 
Stamp and/or heat emboss the nativity image on vanilla. Cut with Layering Circle die. Cut Copper Foil 
with next larger Layering Circle Die. Adhere together. Adhere to card front with dimensionals. 
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Cut copper foil scrap with Nativity star die. Adhere to top of circle with a glue dot. Stamp and/or heat 
emboss greeting on ½” vanilla strip. Punch ends with Banner Pick a Punch. Punch ends of ¾” copper 
greeting mat strip with Banner Pick a Punch. Adhere greeting to mat layer. Adhere across lower card 
front with dimensionals. Cut two tiny stars from copper scraps with tiniest Nativity Die. Adhere to ends 
of vanilla greeting strip with glue dots. 

   
Stamp and/or heat emboss sentiment and lamb on inside vanilla layer. Adhere ½” Copper Foil strips 
to each side. Adhere all inside card. 

 
 
Stamp and/or heat emboss envelope flap and front to match card as desired. 


